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PREFACE 
 
This book focuses on general theory of price.  
Price, wage, interest rate, GNP and exchange rate, five factors, 
are very important not only in economics and economical  activity, 
but also in social and political life. Those five factors are concrete, 
but also abstract. They belong to different concepts, but d ependent 
on each other. If each of them changes, the other must make corre-
sponding adjustment.   
In order to recognize the inner link between them and their in-
fluence on social  and political life directly, a functional value, price 
and wage described by a relatively abstract mathematic sum in place 
of amount of money  are created  in a model of closed country or re-
gion.  Then a concrete Four-Rate formula and Exchange Rate For-
mula expressed by money are born.  
The inner link between them and their influence on social and 
political life are clearly displayed by either of two formulas. Two 
formulas are very useful for economist and politician to evaluate the 
macroeconomic trend in their country or region and to analyze the 
relationship of growth and decline among price, wage, interest rate 
and GNP (or GDP) so as to make a suitable economic policy.  
Philosophical principium w ill pour new energy and youthful 
vigor into macroeconomics theory. 
This book is also a concise outline of a part of macroeconomics 
and  a  good reading and educating material for new economic stu-
dent. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      3 
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PRODUCTIVE FORCE OR PRODUCTIVITY 
 
In order to reproduce posterity and continue its survival, hu-
mankind and its individual have to adjust its structure and function 
to adapt to the change in natural and environment. In other words, 
the continuity  of human being is a result of natural need and the ac-
tion of natural force. When nature needs humankind to survive, they 
have to do so. The adjustment demanded by the natural needs and 
the changes in nature and environment is evolution. The evolution is 
a slow progress that can be called evolution process. 
To maintain survival of humankind and its individual, human-
kind has to make sufficient use of some materials and convert them 
into energy that is needed by its own structure to perform function. 
Some of them can be used directly by human being, such as oxygen 
and water. Some others have to be changed from one physical and 
chemical state to the other to be used by man, such as carbon, hy-
drogen, oxygen and nitrogen. The great majority of them have to 
have the participation of human labor, such as production, collection 
and processing before materials are absorbed in body of man, 
whether directly or indirectly. T herefore, all the materials need ed by 
humankind and its individual to maintain their survival require the 
participation of human labor is called productive materials.   T he 
corresponding course in which materials becomes product is a pro-
ductive process. The force that promotes or works on the processes 
is  called  productive force.  Productive e xpressed by a person  is 
called personal productive force, but by society productivity some 6      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
thing produced by the productive force or productivity is called 
product that is a non-natural thing. 
Of the productive materials, food is the most essential and i n-
dispensable for human survival. Therefore, food is the number one  
material or the first necessary or first necessary product. It can be 
called the first necessaries for short.  
Compared with food, other necessaries, such as clothes, shelter, 
transportation and other concerned materials, rank second, which 
can be called the  second necessary material or  second necessary 
product and the second necessaries. 
Of course, in addition to the above basic necessaries, nowadays, 
people need medicine, cultural life or spiritual life. However, when 
compared with the first necessaries, these necessaries are undoubt-
edly included in the second group. Therefore, they will not be given 
a new classification. 
It is self-evident that every goal of activity of humankind o r its 
individuals, directly or indirectly aims to acquiring the first and the 
second necessaries. It can be vividly explained by a well-known 
Chinese saying: The aim to be an official far away from one’s home 
is to enjoy luxury in food and clothes. 
Since the first and the second necessaries needed by human sur-
vival are productive materials, they must be non-natural or man -
made things. Their birth is the joint effort of two forces: the force of 
human needs and productive force or productivity. Comparatively, 
the need force is human desire for the first and the second neces-
saries, which is a static one; whereas the productive force is the one PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      7 
that makes human desire turn to actuality by labor, which is a dy-
namic one. 
Someone holds an improper opinion that productive force is a 
human ability to alter the nature. However, what is finally changed 
is not nature but human being itself. It has already been made clear 
at the beginning that  survival and evolution of human being are the 
results of natural need. If nature wants human being to live, it has to 
live; if nature wants it to change and evolve, it has to change and 
evolve. 
Of course, human activity can change and affect nature partially. 
This change will ultimately shift onto human being itself and forces 
it to make the structural and functional adjustment. If not, it will be 
eliminated by nature. 
It is very clear that who changes whom. 
Human need-force is infinite, so is its productive force. It is al-
ways said that even the deepest sea has a bottom, but there is no end 
for the human desire, which implies that human needs are endless. 
However, in a given age, human  need force and productive 
force is finite and they cannot surpass the reality. From the Old 
Stone Age to the New Stone Age, from the Old Iron Ag e to the New 
Iron Age, i.e. Industrialization (or Mechanization) Age. Now we are 
in an Electron-Communication Age.  The history of humankind tells 
us that the developing order of productive force cannot be inverted 
or surpassed. According to this order, humankind has gone for sev-
eral thousand years step-by-step. 
In a certain age, if the need force is considered as a constant, 8      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
then, productive force is the decisive force to the birth of non-natural 
thing. The birth process of a new thing, a new product, is the one in 
which the new replace the old, or the old possesses new property. 
This is a process of quality change. As soon as the process is fin-
ished, humankind can decide how many individuals of new thing are 
produced at its own will. At this stage, there is only a quantity 
change of individual for new thing. The birth process of new thing 
and its individual is a quality change while the process reproducing 
the new individuals is a quantity change. Correspondingly, the pro-
ductive force that performs function at the stage of quality change is 
quality productive force while the one that works in the process of 
quantity change is quantity productive force 
The quality productive force includes the intelligence of brain, 
the labor of hands and tools needed for the labor. Under the joint ef-
fect of the three factors can human being create new non-natural 
thing, new product. Therefore, the quality productive force b elongs 
to the creative ability of human being. 
Human beings can create new thing only by understanding its 
law well. For example, if people want to make higher speed auto-
mobiles, they have to know aerodynamics, mechanics of materials 
etc. The prerequisite to creating new thing is to study the generality 
and the truth of thing. Therefore, the force that works in this process 
certainly belongs to the quality productive force. 
Tools are the products of intelligence and labor. Therefore, the 
quality productive force has two important elements: intelligence of 
brain and the labor of hands. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      9 
Undoubtedly, the intelligence of brain refers to the sum total of 
human intelligence or the sum total of its knowledge.  
It is often said that knowledge is power, which implies that 
knowledge or intelligence is a part of productive force. 
The source of quality productive force is the man who has mas-
tered scientific knowledge. The intellectuals are the representatives 
of quality productive force. In other words, the quality productive 
force is the power expressed by the intelligence of intellectuals 
through the labor of their hands. 
Although the intelligence of brain, the labor of hands and tools 
needed by the worker are also three indispensable factors in qua ntity 
productive force, when it is compared with the quality one, there is 
an essential distinction between them. The intelligence or knowledge 
indicated by the quantity productive force is that it can only enough 
meet the needs of how to use tools and repeat a fixed process to pro-
duce the individuals of a new thing. It is not harmful to distinguish 
the quality productive force from the quantity productive force. The 
latter may be induced to two elements: the hands of worker and 
tools. That is to say, the quantity productive force is a power ex-
pressed by the hands of worker through tools. 
The above classification and definition are purely artificial for 
convenience of explaining it. In fact, both the quality and quantity 
productive forces are a power expressed by the intelligence of hu-
man being through the labor of hands. 
It is obvious that tools play a very important role in productive 
force. Therefore, it should be included as a part of productive force, 10      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
when it is discussed. Here, it is classified into the products of intelli-
gence and labor. 
Evidently, worker and farmer are the representatives of quantity 
productive force.  
The quality and quantity productive forces are two aspects of a 
same property of productive force. They cannot be separated com-
pletely because the two are both opposite and interdependent.  
The mutual interdependence means that the two depend on each 
other for existence; otherwise, they  will disappear. The mutual oppo-
sition indicates that with the more workers undertaking quantity 
production there will be fewer intellectuals in a closed society. The 
reverse is true too. 
At the early stage of human society, the labor of humankind was 
confined to produce the first necessary product needed for su rvival. 
That is food production. Even this production was only limited to 
the lowest level for meeting the daily energy consumption of every 
individual in a society.  
Therefore, at that time, the level of productive force was so low 
that every member of the society had to take part in labor to produce 
food.  
At that time, there was no social division of labor, for if one did 
not participate in the production of the first necessaries, he would 
have no food. Social division of labor did not take place until the 
quantity of food production could not only satisfy producer’s own 
needs but also have some surplus. 
It is self-evident that the social division of labor is a result of PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      11 
higher developing of productive force. 
The level of productivity in different countries is different, al-
though they are in the same age. It is not only revolved with educa-
tion, culture and economy, but also politics and political system.  In 
order to make it easier to study, discuss and calculate, a closed coun-
try or closed region that can be seen as one with self-sufficiency is  
designed for the following discussion. 
If productive force at the time when all the members in a closed 
community or region must take part in the production of the first ne-
cessaries is regarded as zero, the productive force is seen as one, 
when one in one hundred social members undertakes the production 
of the second necessaries. 
Suppose  p F  stands for productive forces in a society or produc-
tivity and P for whole population in this society, and  1 P  for all the 
people who participate in the production of the first necessaries in a 








Fp                                     (Formula 1) 
 
From the formula, one can find that the value of productivity 
within a closed country or region is in reverse proportion to the 
populations that undertake to produce the first necessaries. 
Suppose  2 P  stands for the populations that undertake to produce 12      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
the second necessaries, the second producer,  3 P  for the populations 
that undertake the production indirectly, merchant and the commer-
cial staff and governmental administrant, third producer. And again 
let us suppose that all people in a closed country  participate in pro-








Fp                              (Formula 2) 
 
Because the representative of the producer for the first neces-
saries is farmer, the more farmers there are in a closed country or re-
gion, the lower productive force is. The opposite is also true. The 
representative of the producer for the second necessaries is worker; 
so, the more workers there are in a closed community or region, the 
higher productive force is. This relationship is revealed in figure 1. 
If the sum of  2 P and 3 P   is a constant, the productivity raises 
with the increase of  2 P value, but lowers with  the increase of  3 P  
value, because the direct producer  specially  decreases with the in-
crease of commercial staff and governmental administrant. 
From formulas, one can see that the smallest value of produc-
tive force in a country or region is zero, which means that all the 
members in it must take part in the production of the first neces-
saries. The biggest one is close to 100, but it can never reach 100 
because if there is no one to produce the first necessaries, the com-




Figure 1: the relationship between productivity and producer number of the 
of the first and the second necessaries 
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This method of calculation of productivity makes it easily to 
understand the theory of price system. The value calculated by this 
method is a relative number. So, it is easily comparable with other.   
The popular measure method of productivity by output per hour 
of all persons for the full year is not different with efficiency of pro-
duce.  The value calculated by this method is an absolute number. 
So it is incomparable with other.   
The productive force for the first necessaries is the most b asic 
one for human society, when they are judged either from the impor-
tance to humankind survival or from the birth order of the kinds of 
productive forces. The productive force represented by farmer in 
producing the first necessaries is unquestionably the first or the basic 
one.  
At the early stage of human society, when there was no social 
division of labor, there was also no division between intellectual and 
producer: producer is intellectual and intellectual is producer. At that 
time, the able men among producers were the early intellectuals be-
cause they designed and instructed production, such as the legendary 
expert carpenter Lu Ban in ancient China. 
In a closed country or region, only when the people who pro-
duce the first and the some second necessaries can satisfy their food, 
clothes, shelter and transportation and have produced some surplus, 
can i ntellectuals or specialists in a specific field emerge and exist as 
an independent class. Therefore, the existence of quality productive 
force as an independent power is a result of the development of PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      15 
quantity productive force.                                         
In Chinese history, intellectuals began to play an active and in-
dependent role in social activities at the time when Confucius advo-
cated education. That is to say, since the Confucius age, China had 
had its true quality productive force.  
The artisan is the early representative of producer of the second 
necessaries. Together with farmer, they laid a foundation for the 
birth of intellectuals and quality productive force. The worker, who 
acts as the representative producer of the second necessaries, is the 
result of birth of capitalism in recent era. 
Nowadays, there are far more workers and farmers than intellec-
tuals, so their voice in politics is very higher than that of intellectu-
als. Furthermore, because intellectuals do not participate in material 
production directly, they seem to be an  appendage to worker and 
farmer. Therefore, some politician and economist include intellectu-
als in the above category and do not regard them as an independent 
class. 
From the viewpoint of productive force, although the quantity 
productive force is the foundation that makes the quality productive 
force exist dependently as a thing, it can’t be denied that the quality 
produc tive force has always been the leader of quantity one since the 
beginning of human society. The leadership of quality productive 
forces is especially prominent in production nowadays. With  the de-
velopment of human society and its science, this leade rship becomes 
more important and prominent. 16      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
So, as far as the independence is concerned, any class cannot be 
separated from the others and exist independently. Moreover, as the 
dependence is concerned, any class is an appendage to the others. 
Nevertheless, as the leadership is concerned, only intellectuals and 
quality productive force represented by  it can fully deserve the 
honor of the leadership. 
From the viewpoint of productivity, if farmer is the representa-
tive of producing the first necessaries and worker as the producer of 
the second, and intellectuals as the representative of quality produc-
tive force, then, farmer, worker and intellectual are three elements 
of productive force. The three elements of productive force are also 
called three classes in sociology. There are  worker class,  peasant 
class and intellectual class respectively. Those three classes are in-
terdependent each other and can not be separated.  
However, among them, farmers are a very basic power in a so-
ciety, for without them there is no say of social division of labor and 
the existence of worker and the intellectual. In a word, without 
farmer, there is no productive force.  
Intellectuals stand for quality productive force, without them, 
the generality of thing would be not realized and new thing for hu-
man being survival could be not created. Before producing new 
thing, the creation of it by quality productive force always is at first 
and the quantity production by worker according to the d esign in the 
second. In this sense, modern worker class is an appendage to intel-
lectual. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      17 
There is no meaning of belittling worker or denying the parallel 
exist-relation among worker, farmer and intellectual by making the 
use of productive force concept as a pretext. A closed community 
cannot function smoothly without worker, farmer, or intellectual. 
Therefore, they play an equal role and are parallel in a closed soc i-
ety. It is difficult to tell which is noble or which is humble, which is 
important or which is unimportant, which is advanced or which is 
backward. 
From the viewpoint of productive force, the more the farmers 
are there in a closed community, the lower the productive force is; 
the more the intellectuals are there, the higher the quality productive 
force is, and the higher the productive force becomes. 
It is one-sided and unscientific that the coexistent, harmonious 
and interdependent relation among classes is artificially divided into 
unequal classes. It  is  also  unilateral and unscientific to entitle the 
one as the more advanced and the other as more backward on the 
bases of their some relative features according to communist theory.  
The higher quality productive force is, the more intellectuals 
are, and the greater the potency of producing new thing is. However, 
what must be kept in mind is that force is only an ability of work. 
Force can only exert its action when it finds a function point. Then, 
force works on time distance and new thing is invented. All the fac-
tors that affect the force to exert function, such as social system, 
policies, economy etc, will influence the birth of new thing, either 
promote or curb it. 18      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
With the development of science and the increase of productive 
efficiency, the first and the second necessaries for mankind are be-
coming more and more diverse, so are foods, clothes, shelter and 
transportation and spirit product. All these are the result of the grad-
ual evolution and division of manmade thing under the work of pro-
ductive force. The higher the productive force is, the shorter the time 
distance for evolution and division is. The opposite is also true. 
As to a region or a country, whether its education is advanced or 
not is a direct symbol of its productive force. On the contrary, if the 
basic agriculture and industry in a country are not developed, by no 
means can it raise its educational level. Therefore, a country with a 
backward education is  consequentially  the one whose business is 
languishing, while a country with an advanced education is certainly 
the one whose trade is thriving. 
The ways for a closed country or a society to raise its productiv-
ity and quality  productive force are first to develop its agriculture 
and then to vitalize its education. Once these two key links are 
grasped, everything falls into place. It is a curse, not a blessing, to 
develop export industry ai mlessly, import the luxury and modern 
consumer goods blindly; the high priority is give to city and neglect 
domestic agriculture. 
Now we are in Electron-Communication Age. In the developed 
counties with high productivity,  the high education has already  be-
come universal.  Intellectuals are the main part in the various walks 
of life in society. All parties in these countries agree with to d evelop 
education, scientific research and agriculture and  to  bring  a high PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      19 
productivity, quality productive force and prosperous economy . The 
boundary between parties is becoming  blurred. 
In the some developing and undeveloped countries, government 
the party in power concerns only how to strengthen state apparatus 
and army, not education, agriculture and quality productive force.   
Violent revolution caused by  autarchy and corruption could not 
promote to develop productivity, because it is always connected 
with upheaval and war that always extremely destroy productivity.  
The historical experience tells us that peace and democracy with 
gradual reform is a most ideal mode for promoting to develop pro-
ductivity. 
 
FUCTIONAL VALUE OF PRODUCT 
 
After productive force works on materials and takes a certain 
time distance, a new thing and its individual or product comes into 
being. The birth of a new product must experience a process during 
which the productive force works and a state of matter has changed 
into another state. Therefore, force and time distance, the two ele-
ments, participating in the birth process of a new product, are the 
elements of product value.  
The value of any material product includes the following  four 
elements  
The first is human needs force, the first power for the birth of 
non-natural thing. 20      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
The second is human productive force including quality and 
quantity one, the second power for the birth of non-natural thing. 
The third is the objects, the raw materials on which the force 
works. 
The fourth is time distance along which the force works, the 
time spent by labor. 
The value of any product is an index that reflects how many 
times labor spends for producing one unit product.  
When force and raw materials are fixed, the value of a product 
is in direct proportion to time distance spent by labor. 
The productive force of humankind can be regarded as a con-
stant within a country or a region in an age. Therefore, the longer the 
time distance spent on a product is, the greater its value becomes. 
The reverse is true too. 
Now, the value of product can be defined as this: the value of 
any product is an index representing that  human needs force and 
productive force work on a certain matter in a certain time distance. 
The value of production described by an abstract amount can be 
called  functional value of production as to distinguish it fro m that 
expressed by an amount or sum of money in classical economics.    
In the same age and same society or region, because the need 
force and the productive force can be seen as a constant, the value of 
product is equal to the time distance taken by labor. If  p V  stands for 
the value of a product and  d T  for time distance or time spent by la-
bor, labor time, then, PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      21 
 
d p T V =                                              (Formula 3) 
 
In the same age, within a same society, the longer the time dis-
tance spent on a product, the greater its value is. So is the opposite. 
In different ages, the value of the same product is different be-
cause the time distance spent on it is different. The value of a prod-
uct cannot directly be comparable with the same product in different 
era, because the different ages have the different productive forces. 
On the same reason, the same product has different values in 
different countries with different productivity in the same era. 
 
FUNCTIONAL EXCHANGEABLE VALUE 
 
In a closed community or region, since the social division of la-
bor, the people who undertake the production of the first necessaries 
have exchanged their surplus products with those who produce the 
second necessaries. As a result, the former not only has satisfied 
their first needs, but also have got the products associated with 
clothes, shelter and transportation and so an. In addition, the latter 
have their first necessaries by exchanging with the former. Never-
theless, the difference between the two exchanges lies in a basis that 
the former exchange their surplus to get the second necessaries for a 
comfortable life but the latter has to exchange their products to get 22      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
the first necessaries for survival. If there is  no surplus, the former 
will not risk their life to enjoy the second necessaries. But as the lat-
ter are concerned, even if they haven’t any surplus they have to ex-
change for getting the first necessaries because the most vital thing 
for them is to satisfy their h unger. So, in a closed country or region, 
the first necessaries are the foundation for exchange, without which, 
there will be no exchange action at all. 
The ancient Chinese had concluded the law for the exchange in 
a close region: The price of everything depends on the price of the 
grains. An ancient Chinese story told two men were trapped on an 
isolated island surrounding by water. The rich held a bag of gold, 
and the poor one only had a bag of black bread. The rich one wanted 
to exchange the bag of the black bread with his bag of gold, but the 
poor one refused. Of course, the rich one died of starvation holding 
the bag of gold in his hand, and the poor one su rvived.  
It tells us that, in a closed country  or region, the first necessaries 
are the basis for exchange action. 
In a closed society or region, the exchange action by which both 
sides can satisfy their first necessities is called  equal value ex-
change. The value produced at exchange is called exchange value 
and the products that have exchange values are called exchang eable 
products, whose property is called exchangeable property. 
An exchangeable product must possess the exchangeable prop-
erty, or else it is not an exchangeable product. There are two charac-
teristics for the exchangeable property. One is that an exchangeable 
product is belonging to the first or the second necessities for the su r-PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      23 
vival of individuals of humankind, with which humankind can live 
happily and comfortably. The other is that an exchangeable product 
must be the results worked by the productive forces on a time dis-
tance, or it must contain the time distance spent by the labor of pr o-
ducer. 
For example, although oxygen and water are the necessaries for 
individuals of humankind to survive, generally speaking, they can be 
obtained from nature. Therefore, they are not product because they 
do not contain the time distance and the labor of man. Therefore, 
they are not exchangeable products, have no exchangeable value and 
property. They are also not exchangeable matter. 
However, when oxygen is used in medicine or in industry and 
water is used by city residents or in industry, they need accumulat-
ing, purifying and reserving. In a word, they have been affected  by 
produc tive forces. Those products possess value and two characteris-
tics for the exchangeable property.  So, they  become exchangeable 
products. 
However, as for some other goods, although productive forces 
have made every effort to producing them, if they have nothing to do 
with the first or the second necessaries for humankind, no one will 
pay any attention to them. Therefore, such kinds of things have not 
possessed any exchangeable property and value, nor can they be ex-
changed. They are just like a solitary flower in love with its own 
fragrance 24      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
Suppose  1 U  stands for a unit of the minimum amount of the 
first necessities in a day (0r a unit time) for a person and  2 U  for a 
unit of the minimum amount of the second necessities   for a person 
everyday (or every unit time). Then, the exchangeable value of  1 U  is 
inevitably equal to that of  2 U according to the definition of the ex-
change at equal value. If  1 u V  stands for the exchangeable value of a 
unit of the first necessity and  2 u V for that of the second, then, 
 
  2 1 u u V V =                                                    (Formula 4) 
 
Based on this formula, we can work out the exchangeable value 
of every product. The exchangeable value of a product is the value 
created by two  producers who satisfy  life needs each other through 
exchangeable process with their product. Because it is d escribed by 
an abstract amount, the exchangeable value can  be also called func-
tional exchangeable value 
Suppose a unit of second necessary product is a result spent cer-
tain days (certain unit time) by a number of people. If  2 P  stands for 
the number of the people taking part in the producing it and  2 D  for 
the days (time) needed by it, then, the formula of the exchangeable 
value for a unit of product of the second necessaries can be put out 
like this 
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  2 2 2 2 u e V P D V ￿ ￿ =                                      
 
Similarly, the formula of the exchangeable value for a unit of 
product of the first necessaries can be put out like this, 
 
  1 1 1 1 u e V P D V ￿ ￿ =      
                                     
      Above two formulas can be synthesized as following: 
  
    u e V P D V ￿ ￿ =                                           (Formula 5) 
 
From the above formulas, one can find it easily that the more 
procedures for a unit of product there are, the bigger the value of D, 
P for it and the bigger its exchangeable value become. In a word, the 
more a product is elaborated, the bigger its exchangeable value be-
comes. This is the reason why the value of a primary product in-
creases with reprocessing it. It also explains why the primary agri-
cultural products have low exchange value, for many producing 
procedures of them are done by nature, such as  photosynthesis and 
soil nourished by humus and irrigated by rain. However, when the 
above procedures are done by labor, their value will be raised. 
The making of a dress, from cotton-plant planting, spinning and 
weaving, to clothes sewing, not only concern s workers and farmers 
but also includes the workers who make machines. When it co m-26      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
pares with the producing procedure of grain, it has a more complex 
procedure. This explains why the primary agricultural products have 
a lower exchange value than that of the industrial ones. 
Some socialist economists explain that this happens because 
worker have made greater contribution to society than farmer, which 
deliberately raises the status of worker, depreciates farmers, and 
dramatizes the difference between two classes. 
The goods for goods exchange between producers are the most 
basic way of exchange. As long as there is exchange, it certainly un-
dertook according to necessity. Necessity of goods is not only con-
nected with the degree of its close relation to the survival of indi-
viduals of humankind, but also associated with the exchangeable 
value of the goods. The necessity of goods is in direct proportion to 
the degree of its close relation to the survival of individuals of hu-
mankind and in inverse proportion to its exchangeable value. 
As for a certain exchangeable product, its closeness with the 
survival of individuals of humankind remains a constant; its neces-
sity is a reciprocal to its exchangeable value. If N stands for the ne-
cessity of an exchangeable product, then,  





=                                            (Formula 6) 
 
The bigger the exchangeable value is, the smaller the necessity 
becomes. The reason lies behind it is very simple, because it is so PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      27 
expensive that people cannot afford the high cost. They have to ad-
just the exchangeable order and postpone consuming it.  
In the same region, the same age and on the same developing 
level of productive force, the more labor time spent on a product, the 
smaller its necessity is. 
 
FUNCTIONAL PRICE OF PRODUCT 
 
Due to the development of productive forces and the expansion 
of the ranges of exchange products, goods for goods exchange can 
no longer satisfy the needs of exchange. Therefore, exchange media 
emerged. 
After the birth of exchange media,  especially in present cur-
rency age, instead of the old exchange at equal value, there appears 
the exchange at equal price. It is equal price exchange. 
The exchange at equal value is an exchange form bartering one 
product for another, which takes place between the producers face to 
face. This exchange is at first based on the satisfaction for the first 
necessaries. With the birth of the exchange at equal price, there ap-
pear fortunately the indirect producer, merchant and the related ad-
ministrative staff, the third producer, between the direct producers of 
the first and the second necessaries. The exchange media emerges 
between exchangeable goods.  
The trustworthiness of exchange media  is the basis of exchange 
at equal price. The trustworthiness of the early exchange media, 28      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
such as gold, silver and precious stone, is built on their permanent, 
rare, difficult duplication and attractive characteristics. Any other 
thing, if it possesses the above characteristics, can also be used as an 
exchange media, such as an unusual calligraphy and painting, a rare 
antique and so on. The trustworthiness of currency in today is set 
based on political and economic stability of a country. 
The appearance of merchants and commercial and governmen-
tal  administrative staff make the producers of the first and the sec-
ond necessaries not only satisfy their own needs, but also provide 
the n ecessaries for those indirect producers. That is to say, they will 
bear the first and the second needs for themselves, also shoulder a 
same task for merchants and administrative staff. 
We call the indirect producer the third producer to separate it 
from those of the first and the second.  
Suppose the population of the third producer for the exchanging 
a unit product is 3 P ,  and the days  3 D  (or a unit time) they spent 
for 3 P . We have known that a unit of daily needs to the first neces-
saries for each third producer is 1 U , and that to the second is  2 U . 
Their exchangeable value is respectively  1 u V  and  2 u V . The e x-
changeable value of the first and the second necessaries for each 
third producer every day  (or unit time) is the sum of  1 u V  and 2 u V . 
Because  1 u V and  2 u V  are equal, the above exchangeable value may 
be described as  1 2 u V  or  2 2 u V .  1 3 3 2 u V P D   Or  2 3 3 2 u V P D  is the ex-
changeable value created by the third producer.  PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      29 
The price of a unit of product is the sum of the functional ex-
changeable value created by the direct producers and the indirect 
third producers.  
In order to distinguish it from the view of classical economics in 
which the price is expressed by a sum or amount of money, the price 
in this book is called functional price  
Suppose  2 r P  stands for the price of a unit of product of the sec-
ond necessaries, then, 
 




( ) 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 P D P D V P u r + =  
  
Because  1 u V and  2 u V  are equal, then      
 
( ) 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 P D P D V P u r + =                          
 
Similarly, any price of a unit of the first necessity can be calc u-
lated as this, 
 
( ) 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 P D P D V P u r + =  
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Or 
 
( ) 3 3 1 1 2 1 2 P D P D V P u r + =                           
 
The above formulas can be synthesized as follows: 
 





) 2 ( 3 3 2 P D DP V P u r + =                             (Formula 8) 
 
Above two formula tell us that, price of a unit of product is the 
sum of the first or second necessary’s   functional  exchangeable 
value created by the direct producers and the indirect third produc-
ers.  
The formula seven and eight can be put together as follows: 
 
) 2 ( 3 3P D DP V P u r + =                                  (Formula 9) 
 
As soon as an exchangeable product possesses the property of 
price, it has become a commodity.  r P  is actually the price of com-
modity Therefore, the exchange at equal value has turned into the 
exchange at equal price. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      31 
1 u V  or  2 u V  in the formula eight and nine is the exchangeable 
value of a unit of the first and the second necessaries in one day ( or 
one unit time) for each producer. It is not hard to understand that the 
more contents concerning the food, clothing, shelter, and transporta-
tion and so on are included in a  unit, the bigger the exchangeable 
value of the unit is.  
In fact, every producer needs the first and the second neces-
saries for their daily live. The sum of  1 u V  and  2 u V  is the exchange-
able value of one unit product obtained by each producer every day 





Figure 2: the relation between wage and consumption content and diversity 
 
In a society, the content of food, clothing, shelter, transportation 
and so on for one producer in one day  (a unit time) is related to the 
diversity of consumer goods. The diversity of products is connected 32      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
with how many new thing or products are created through the evolu-
tion and the division of thing, which are the function of productive 
force. Therefore, in a closed society with the increase of the produc-
tivity, the thing evolves and divides quickly and quickly, which 
brings about a great diversity of product.  
With the increase of the diversity of product, the content of a 
unit of the first and the second necessaries increases.  The exchange-
able value of every unit product created by each producer in a unit 
time also increases. In other words, the level of the daily wage for a 
producer is decided by the consumer content and diverse under the 
function of the developed of productive force (Figure 2).  
 
THE PROPERTY OF VALUE, EXCHANE VALUE 
AND PRICE 
 
We know that the value of product consists of four elements. 
One of them is productive force that consists of quality and qua ntity 
productive forces expressed by wisdom or knowledge through labor 
of hands. Wisdom or knowledge that comes from social education 
and cultural accumulation of human being  belongs to whole human-
kind or member in a society.  
Therefore, the productive force is an index of society. A class or 
an individual in a society cannot singly create the value of any prod-
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The value of any product and the productive force are all an in-
dex of society. They do not belong to a certain one or a certain class. 
In a word, the value of product is an index of productive force. 
The exchangeable value is based on the quantity of the first and 
the second necessaries for each producer in one d ay (or one unit 
time). This quantity is different in accordance with the people, the 
era and the district. It is a negotiated value that makes both sides of 
exchangers be happy. It depends on both sides of exchanger who 
agree on how to exchange goods with goods, or value with value or 
price with price. This is an agreeable one for two sides of exchanger 
or producer. Thus, exchangeable value is created by the direct pr o-
ducers themselves. Exchangeable value can be created by an indi-
vidual or a single class. 
The exchangeable value of a product is not its value, but an in-
dex of individual survival, because the value of product is an index 
of productive forces of the whole society. An individual can inde-
pendently create the exchangeable value by himself, but he cannot 
create the value singly. 
The exchangeable value is a negotiated value, which makes 
price have a negotiated feature, also wage.  
This negotiated feature decided by many facts (for example: so-
cial, economic, political fact and so  on) make the inertia of price and 
wage decrease.   
Similar to the exchangeable value of product, the price of co m-
modity is also the index of individual survival, but it contains the 
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the minimum volume of the first and the second necessaries needed 
by each third producer in one day (or one unit time). Therefore, 
price is a joint creation of the first, the second and the third produc-
ers. 
According to classical view of value, it is an amount, as of 
goods, services, or money, considered being a fair and suitable 
equivalent for something else, a fair price or return. This view is not 
exact, because it obscures the borderline among value, exchangeable 
value and price.  
There are many parlances for the classical view of price. So, it 
is also not exact . For examples, it is the amount as of money or 
goods asked for or given in exchange for something else; price is the 
charge for cost expense; or it signifies an amount given or asked for 
in payment for goods or services; or price is the amount of money 
needed to purchase something offered for sale, and so on. Overall, 
they cannot reflect two important facts  in price, i.e. the labor time 
and  the exchange value of  the first and the second  necessaries 
needed for life. 
Some one may say that the wages level is always related to the 
productive efficiency. The higher  productive efficiency is or the 
more products are made in a unit time, the higher the wage b ecomes.  
However, in a closed country or a region, the wage level is not 
only determined by the productive efficiency. The fixed people in a 
society have a fixed amount of consumption. Pick automobile as an 
example, Generally speaking, an automobile for each person is 
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automobiles, they are not needed and become overstocked. There-
fore, the high productive efficiency for a single product will quicken 
the unemployment for workers. Therefore, wage increase is not de-
cided only by the high efficiency of any single product. 
The development of quality productive forces is the decisive 
factor to the raise of wage. With its development, there emerge more 
and more new products. Then, the content of consumption for every 
one in a society also becomes plentiful. For example, b efore the 
creation of TV sets or automobiles, they had not been included in 
2 u V  or in the unit of the daily second necessity of the worker. Ho w-
ever, as soon as they were born, a TV set and an automobile has 
been included in  2 u V  and the wage of worker is raised. 
The most basic difference between exchangeable value and the 
price lies in that the exchangeable value can be created by an indi-
vidual or a class, while the  price is a joint product of direct and indi-
rect producers. An individual or a class cannot create the price alone. 
Now, it is very clear that price is neither value nor  exchangeable 
value. 
The error of the theory of Surplus Value clarified by Karl Marx 
is that it has mixed the three concepts together, used the price of 
commodity to calculate its value and contributed all the creation of 
the value to worker.  
Because there is a sharp difference in the index of individual 
survival between worker and owner of capital and productive mate-
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owner and worker as the paradise and the hell. Due to the very un-
equal status in economy, there emerges the very unequal status in 
politics. Worker for their survival in a certain negotiation is in ex-
ploitation and oppression. Therefore, workers have launched the 
proletarian revolution.  
However, the result of every revolution is that they have only 
relatively reduced the sharp difference in the index of survival b e-
tween two classes, but have not changed the nature of capital and 
means of production. The capital and the means of production, 
whether possessed by private or by state, are used to expand the pro-
duction of the necessaries needed by the whole member in a society.  
 Furthermore, what the theorists of Surplus Value have failed to 
realize is that every activity, including revolution, under a certain 
system in human society only strengthens, solidifies and perfects the 
social system, but cannot change and destroy it. The social system is 
the product of the development of productive force, not the revolu-
tion. The system will not die out until it is no longer able to suit to 
the new and high level of productive force. Then, in its place, there 
is a new system. Revolutions can only mend the old system, but 
cannot create a new one, because what is most important to a new 
system is that it must have different mode of production and produc-
tive forces from the old. 
In the twentieth century, revolution is a very modern noun. Be-
cause the revolution strengthens, solidifies and perfects social sys-
tem, capital system. I n its age, there appears a welfare system in PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      37 
Western Europe, of which Denmark or Sweden are a very good ex-
ample.  
In this sense, Marx and communists are only the nominal revo-
lutionaries, but not the actual rebels against the capitalism. On the 
contrary, they are the very persons who gave a push to developing 
capitalism sy stem and made it perfect. 
It is obvious that the more the third producer between the first 
and the second ones are and  the more labor time will be needed for 
the exchange, the longer time for the circulation of commodities. It 
will lead up to the increase of the value of  1 3 3 u V P D  or  2 3 3 u V P D .   
With the increase of the value of 1 3 3 u V P D  or  2 3 3 u V P D , the price 
becomes higher and higher. The circulation with hindrance, too 
many circulation links and a large administrative and national de-
fense staff is all the dreadful factors that raise the prices. The stream-
lined administration, combating hoarding for speculation, and secur-
ing the smooth circulation have been the sound strategies for every 
wise statesman to run the country and to promote the development 
of economy in history. His aim is to do every effort to reduce the 
population of the third producers, and shorten the time used in the 
process of circulation and let the surplus third producers put into the 
production of the first and the second necessities. 
 
BALANCED TRIANGLE 
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In a closed country or region, either the first or the second ne-
cessities can be divided into two parts. One part is consumed by the 
producers themselves for survival. This part of product that does not 
participate in the exchange process can be called non-exchangeable 
product.  
The other part is exchanged to keep the survival of the others, 




2 2 1 1 r q r q P U P U ￿ = ￿ = 
2
1
 (corresponding par value · quantity in 
exchangeable ci rculation) 
 
Figure 3: balanced triangle 
 
If the exchange takes place in a closed country or region, the 
sum of price value of the first exchangeable necessities must equate 
to that of the second. The value sum of exchangeable product is cer-
tainly equal to the  corresponding  total par value of currency PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      39 
( 2 2 1 1 r q r q P U P U ￿ = ￿  = 
2
1
 (corresponding par value · quantity in ex-
changeable circulation), which forms an equilateral   triangle  that is 
called  balanced triangle (figure 3). 
Non-exchangeable product does not enter into exchange process 
and give an influence on triangle balance system.  
In a closed country or region, the diversity of non-exchangeable 
produc t, ether the first necessaries or the second necessaries, is 
unlimited, but the  amount of every  non-exchangeable product lim-
ited, because the sum of population or consumer is a constant in a 
given time. 
In the old times, the non-exchangeable product is directly con-
sumed by producer self. But now, it is also seen as commodity and 
enters into side circulation in which the third or indirect producer 
who participate.  
In the developed countries, the total value of industrial product 
and the second necessaries are much higher than that of agricultural 
product and the first necessaries.  
The sum of price value of the first  and second non-
exchangeable necessities in side circulation is equal to the corre-
sponding par value of currency .  
The sum of two  above corresponding par value of currency in a 
year, one in exchangeable circulation and another in side circulation, 
is just equal to  GDP ,   the  total value of all goods and services 
produced within that territory during a specified period. 40      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
Human society in the world has been artificially divided into 
many parts forming countries based on different regions and nation-
alities. If the exchange only takes place in a restricted region and the 
triangle built on the price remains an equilateral one in dynamic 
equilibrium state, a society of such is a closed-door and self-
sufficient one. 
Because of the unbalance of the development of human society, 
the development of productive force is also unbalanced. Putting the 
large number of labors in the production of a single necessity wi ll 
cause large surplus of commodities. The commodities cannot be sold 
out even after cutting down their prices. As a result, they have to be 
destroyed or put aside idly because of the saturation of consumption. 
It is the saddest result to the producers, because a large number of 
labor power and material resource are wasted. Thus, surplus goods  
become a key to open the closed -door of a society. Trade among dif-
ferent regions comes into being.  
Based on the concept of productive force and using the triangle, 
one can easily evaluate the economy in a closed region or in an open 
one; one can even find the causes of economic problems and solve 
them properly. 
 
FUNCTIONAL WAGE OF PRODUCER 
 
The non-exchangeable product only circulates in a side of the 
first or the second producers. It is called side circulation.  PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      41 
In the age when the productive force was not developed, the 
non-exchangeable goods were produced and consumed by producers 
themselves. For example, farmers planted grain, made flour and 
baked bread for their own use.  
 
 
              
   Exchange                                 Circulation 
 
Figure 5: side circulation and exchange of commodity (productive force is 
20 in a region) 
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With the development of productive forces and the social divi-
sion of labor, the non-exchangeable goods, such as grain, through 
the tradesmen of flour and bread, entered into market, and returned 
again to the producers.  
At this time, this part of the non-exchangeable goods remains to 
circulate in one side. It does not enter the main stream of exchange 
and influence the prices of exchange. 
Suppose in a community whose productive force is 20, and 20 
percent of the first necessities product exchange with 80 percent of 
the second necessities product. Thus, 80 percent of the first necessi-
ties product and the 20 percent of the second necessities product is 
kept for the consumption of the producers themselves. Those prod-
ucts do not participate in the exchange process and only circulate 
through a side way (See figure 4 ). This is side circulation. 
Similarly, the goods kept in side circulation do not affect the 
prices of exchange at equal price in a closed country or a region and 
the balanced triangle.  
In some country with backward agriculture, for e xample, in 
China, where investment in agriculture is always ignored by some 
reasons, the purchasing power of peasants in country is much lower 
than of population in city with flourishing industry and commerce. 
Therefore, two relatively independent consumption units are 
formed in city and in rural area respectively.  
In the city, the great majority of industrial goods does not ex-
change with agricultural product and circulates in one side. People in 
city have chance to enjoy the expensive industrial product, but peas-PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      43 
ant not, which gives rise to a great difference between town and 
country.    
We have already known that the sum of  1 u V  and  2 u V only repre-
sents the minimum amount of the first and the second necessities. 
That i s just  minimum wage or  functional wage  for one third-
producer in one day (or one unit time). With the development of 
productive forces and the emergence of more and more new prod-
ucts, the consumption contents represented by the sum of  1 u V  and 
2 u V become larger and larger.  The consumption  products become 
more and more diverse. So, wage is raised higher and higher (Figure 
2). 
What is the wage of the first and the second producer? Their 
wage also consists of 2 1 u u V V + . For the first producer, the part  1 u V of 
his wage that takes part in the side circulation does not in exchange. 
So does the part  2 u V for the second producer.  
The seventh and eighth formula can be written by the following 
Formula:    
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= +                            (Formula 10)                                      
 
2 1 u u V V +  standing for the average wage  to produce one unit 
product can be replaced with W in a closed country . The denomina-
tor  3 3 2 p d dp +  representing the population and the time of labor put 
in the producing and exchanging one unit product can be replaced by 
t. It is average labor time. Similarly, the numerator  r P 2  can be re-
placed by r P that is the  average price of a unit product in a closed 
country. Then, the formula 11 can be simplified for the convenience 





r =                                                   (Formula 11) 
 
From the above formula, the relationship among wage, price 
and the labor time are very clear.  
Nevertheless, when a concrete problem is considered, we cannot 
neglect the contents of formula 10 before simplified. What is to be 
stressed is that “t” not only stands for the time of labor, but also in-
cludes an amount of population participating in the producing and 
exchanging one unit production.  PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      45 
One worker may create more exchangeable value, but needs 
only one share of survival materials and consumes only one share of 
consumption content. So,  the cost of employing one more workers 
will be much higher than that of making worker work overtime.  
Therefore, a shrewd and cruel capitalist would rather make their 
workers work extra hours than employ any other workers. Some 
European countries, such as Denmark, stipulate the maximum limit 
of weekly working time to guarantee the interests of workers, the 
theoretical grounds of which are consistent with the above formula. 
 
RELATIONSHIP AMONG PRICE, WAGE, LABOR 
TIME, INTEREST RATE AND GNP 
 
The value of the denominator t is a function of productive 
forces and production efficiency. With the increase of productive 
force, the production efficiency will also increase and the value of 
denominator t becomes small. The opposite is also true.  
It c an be seen from formula 11 that the efficiency represented 
by t is a constant and wage is also a constant, when productive force 
is an invariable. So is price. The consumption content remains un-
changed. If consumption content is not developed and diversified, 
merely rising wage will increase the value of the numerator or de-
crease that of the denominator. Because the numerator is price and 
denominator is labor time put into the production and exchange, ris-
ing wage will lead either  to rising price or to aggravation of 
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ployment. 
It is obvious that reasonable way of raising wage is only to de-
velop productive force, to raise production efficiency and to diver-
sify consumer goods. Then, the sum of 1 u V  and  2 u V will become big-
ger and the value of the denominator will become smaller because of 
raising efficiency and decreasing the value t. Thus, the price can re-
main unchanged. The fluctuation of prices is the sign of whether the 
wage rising is reasonable or not. 
Let us further discuss the relation among wage (W), price (P) 





r = , because of production activity in an en-
closed region or country, we can interpret the compositions of the 
formula as following. W represents the  average compensation for 
one unit product within one unit time. The more the varied consumer 
goods represented by W, the higher salary.  r P  is the average price 
of product per unit. The time, average labor time spent on producing 
and exchanging one unit of product is t, an abbreviation 
of 3 3 2 p d dp+ . The number of pe ople (p and  3 p ) and the amount of 
a unit time (d and  3 d -day) needed for producing and exchanging 
one unit product are  dp in producing process and  3 3 2 p d  in ex-
changing process. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      47 




r = . To simplify the discussion, 
we will assume one of the variables is a constant for a moment. We 
will further assume that one of the variables is a dependent variable 
whose value depends on the other variables. 
Relationships among  average wage, average price and average 





r =  locally, such as within one department or one en-
terprise. It is easy to see that average wage in one unit time is just 
equal to product price divided by labor time. 
Relationships among three variables become much more co m-




r =  to develop macro-economic policies and 
controls for a large territory or a country. A number of possible fac-
tors can influence the variables and thus complicate their relation-
ship. The following are some possible scenarios.                                            
Taking W as a constant, we can see a positive relationship be-
tween price and labor time.  
The value of  r P  depends on the value of t. 
One of major possible factors that can change t is the produc-
tion efficiency (
dp
e 1 = ). It is defined as the average labor time ( dp ) 
to produce one unit of product in a social. The production efficiency 
changes slowly because of its inertia nature.  48      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
The inertia of production efficiency is decided by productivity. 
Productivity changes very slowly in a society. This is reason why 
the inertia of production efficiency is very big. 
Because of that the Gross National Product (GNP) is the  total 
value of final goods and services produced in a year by domestically 
owned factors of production  and assuming full employment (p) and 
constant population in a society or a region, 
GNP
dp
 is the time (d -
year) in which one unit of value or product is produced.  
Therefore, we have: 
dp
GNP
e =  that indicates how many units of 
product are produced in one unit of time (a year). Here is one unit of 
product expressed by its price according to the definition of GNP.  
The change in GNP reflects the change of production efficiency 
with reasonable accuracy.  
GNP and production efficiency change are positively related. 
We may use the change in GNP (gross n ational product) or GDP 
(gross domestic product) as a substitute or referential index.  
As above mention, the popular measure method of productivity 
by output per hour of all persons for the full year is not different 
with efficiency of produce.   
So, there is not natural difference between concepts of produc-
tivity and gross national product. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      49 
With higher efficiency, labor time (dp) put in one unit of prod-
uct decreases, and t decreases. Thus, numerator  r p  decreases. 
Lower efficiency means increases in dp, t and r p . 
Holding wage constant, the product price will increase or d e-
creases with the change in production efficiency. The price changes 
are real changes. 





e = ). The exchange efficiency of product is defined as the 
average labor time put by a third producer in accomplishing the ex-
change process for such a unit product in a social. A product be-
comes a commodity at the completion of the exchange process. 
In the process of exchange, the transport system may b e called 
hard way in which the commodity flows. Bank system in which ex-
change media (money) circulates may be called  soft way. The two 
ways constitute  two large arteries for commodity exchange.  Two 
large arteries are very important fact that influences the exchange ef-
ficiency. The social policies are their lubricant.  
There are also many other factors that retard smooth commodity 
exchange. Among them are hoarding, speculation, bureaucracy, and 
heavy government and military budgets and so on. 
The high exchange efficiency means less labor times and popu-
lation put in the exchange process or less value of  3 3 2 p d and t. Thus, 
numerator price  r p  decreases. 50      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
The inertia of exchange efficiency is as large as the inertia of 
production efficiency, because they are not only relative to the social 
and productive structure, but also politics and social system. Change 
of price resulted from change in exchange efficiency is a  real 
change.  
Interest rate that is a part of bank system, soft way, in exchange 
process is yet another important factor that influences exchange effi-
ciency. Variation of interest rate will artificially  quicken or retard 
exchange process and change 3 3 2 p d or t and then r p . Having high in-
terest rate has the same effect as having more labor time in commod-
ity exchange. High interest rate increases 3 3 2 p d , then t. Thus, Pr in-
creases. With lower interest, the value of 3 3 2 p d , t and  r p will 
decrease. 
Interest rate can  be adjusted as need, because interest rate iner-
tia is not as large as the exchange and production efficiency. How-
ever, the volatile interest rate inevitably causes volatility in product 
price. 
In a stable society and a certain time, the other elements that af-
fect exchange efficiency may be seen as a constant. Thus, the change 
in the interest rate reflects the change in the exchange efficiency 
with reasonable accuracy. 
On the other side, the value of t depends on the value of r p .  
Ignoring the above factors that influence the change in t and 
taking W as a constant,  r p value will change because of too much or PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      51 
too little money in circulation according to equilateral triangle the o-
rem and side circulation. 
Assuming the production efficiency in a country as a constant, 
its total production quantity is a constant. Furthermore, the currency 
face value exists as a constant. Now, we can see a positive relation-
ship between product price and currency quantity in circulation. If 
the quantity of currency circulation increases faster than that of the 
product, we will have inflation. The currency will be d epreciated in 
this case. The deflation  occurs when the quantity of product i n-
creases faster than that of currency put into circulation. The currency 
appreciation occurs in this scenario. 
With W being a constant, the increase or the decrease in nu-
merator  r p will force the increase or the decrease in denominator t. 
Since the value change of t comes from reasons other than the 
change in the production or exchange efficiency, we call those 
change artificial change.    
In a stable society, the production and exchange efficiency do 
not change much in a short time. The value of t can be treated as a 
constant. Consequences with an artificial increase in t are an artifi-
cial increase in employment. On the contrary, an artificial decrease 
in t will cause an artificial decrease in employment.  
Assuming that W and production and exchange efficiency re-
main unchanged, the increase of interest rate only (i.e. increasing 
denominator t) to balance inflation (higher r p ) come from the exces-
sive currency in circulation will cause an artificial decrease in ex-52      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
change efficiency as well as in unemployment. Wage earners can be 
hurt. 
Following the same logic, the decreasing interest rate to balance 
deflation only will give an artificial increase in exchange efficiency 
as well as in unemployment. Wage earners are beneficiaries. 
Holding price  r p constant, w age W has negative relationship 
with labor time t in which one unit product is produced and ex-
changed. 
Variable t depends on W . Within a relative short period, t he 
production and exchange efficiency in a country remain stable. 
Thus, denominator t is approximately constant. Now, if we only in-
crease wage or increase wage faster than the production and ex-
change efficiency, the value of denominator t will be forced to d e-
crease. According to what we discussed earlier, this shrunk t will 
then in turn cause artificial unemployment increase. Similarly, artifi-
cial employment increase occurs when wage increase is lower than 
production and exchange efficiency. 
Variable W depends on t. With improved production and ex-
change efficiency, labor time t will decrease, wage W will increase. 
Following the same logic, we can see that decrease in production 
and exchange efficiency results in increase in labor time t and d e-
crease in W. Wage change discussed her is real change. 
Holding production and exchange efficiency and t constant, 
wage W has a positive relationship with price r p . PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      53 
Variable  r p depends on W. Under constant t, raising or dimin-
ishing wage only will create the increase or the decrease in product 
price r p according. The variations  of r p are considered artificial 
changes. 
Variable W depends on r p . Under constant efficiency, the in-
crease or the decrease of price that is resulted from too much or little 
currency in circulation, will create increase or decrease in wage W 




Product price  r p is the wage earned by direct and indirect pro-
ducer in a unit labor time. It is an indicator of survival. Wage is in 
nature negotiable and different in different time and areas. Accor d-
ingly, the price often fluctuates and changes.  
The inertia of price is smaller than the inertia of wage, the effi-
ciency of production and exchange, because price is apt to get ex-
cited over economic, social and political trifles. As a rule, the speed 
of the change in price often   is bigger that that in wage. This is the 
reason why the agreement of the increase of wage is often made in a 
wave of protest of employee.    
In a closed country or region, producer and exchanger together 
create product price and every one is both producer and consumer. 54      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
Currency is the media between producer and consumer. Thus, they 
form a price system.  
There is a dual property in price system (Figure 5 ). Every pro-
ducer is at the same times a consumer, every product is a consumer 




1: the first producer and necessaries 
     2: the second producer and necessaries 
                                      3: the third producer 
 
Figure 5: Price system 
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Everyone, every product and every currency complying with the 
above criteria are within the price system. Otherwise, they are out-
side of it and constitute a parasitic system. 
In an  ideal  price system, agriculture and industry lay equal 
stress on and go on together, otherwise no-ideal  price system   
A country or region with no-ideal   price system, for example, 
some city country, Hong Kong, Singapore and so on, where there is 
only industry,  or some country where mainly agriculture, must de-
pend on other. Oppositely, a country or region with ideal  price sys-
tem, for example, unit state, china and the region of European Eco-
nomic Community where there is a good industrial and agricultural 
system respectively is  certainly independent.  
Price, like a red threaten, runs through  the price system. In the 
price system, the change in price determines that in wage and inter-
est rate. However, price  is  also basically determined by the wage, 
the productive and exchange efficiency reflected by the change in 
GNP and interest rate in a stable country or region, although the ba l-
ance between the demanding and the supplying have a influence on 
it.   
In the parasitic system, handicapped, elderly people, young 
children are fully or partially dependent on the price system. So do 
the people, for example, wildcatter in the monetary and trade market 
who controls a part of currency and product as a tool for making 
profit from the price  system. They get their nutrition for their sur-
vival from the price system through a canal that is made of political 
and economical policy. 56      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
Speculation in the monetary and trade market  is a very importu-
nate and complex problem in the world in our era. It is very danger-
ous for price system  in wide scope.  It n ot only  leads market into 
chaos or economic crisis, but also makes this sy stem wither away 
because loss of nutrition, which would destroy economy of a country 
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Assuming that the percentage change of wage (W) is % w – , 
the symbol + and - indicate respectively the increase and the de-
crease in wage. A fter the changing, the real wage (W’) 
is ( ) % 1 w W – .  
So: 
 
( ) % 1
' w W W – =  
 
Assuming that the percentage change of price ( r P ) is % r p – , 
the symbol + and  - indicate respectively the increase and the de-
crease in price. After the change, the real price ( r P ’) is ( ) 0




0 ' 1 r r r p P P – =  
 
Assuming that  % i – is the percentage change in interest rate (I), 
the change in the exchange efficiency will be expressed by the 
change in interest rate in a stable society and in a period. 
The symbol + indicates the increase in interest rate and the de-
crease in exchange efficiency. Therefore, the labor time increases. 
On the contrary, the symbol - indicates the decrease in interest rate 
and the increase in exchange efficiency. So, the labor time decrease. 58      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
After change, the real labor time taking in the process of e x-
change ( )
'
3 3 2 p d  is ( ) 0
0
3 3 1 2 i p d – . So, 
 
( ) ( ) % 1 2 2 3 3
'
3 3 i p d p d – =  
 
Assuming GNP percentage change is % gnp . Changes in pro-
duction efficiency will be expressed by  % gnp – change in a stable 
society in a period. The symbol + indicatesGNPdecrease and pro-
duction efficiency decrease. So, t he labor time increase and  dpis 
pos itive. The symbol - indicatesGNP increase and production effi-
ciency increase. The labor time decrease and  dpis negative. After 
change, the real labor time  ' dp  taking in production process 
is ( ) % 1 gnp dp – .  
 
So,  ( ) % 1
' gnp dp dp – =  
 







r =     
 
Or   
















Then, the each element is substituted in the above formula with 
appropriate value. 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) % 1 2 % 1
% 1 2
% 1






= –  
 
(No blending formula) 
 
When the value of  % gnp –  is totally equal to that of % i – , we 
have 
 
( ) ( )
( )( ) % 1 2
% 1 2
% 1






= –  
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=  ,  
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We have  
 










= –                               (Formula 11) 
 


















= –                                          (Formula 12)      
 
If the exchange and production efficiency are artificially 
blended together, the percentage changes in the whole labor time t, 
( 3 3 2 p d dp + ), is % % i gnp – – .  
After the changing, the real whole labor time t’, i.e. ( )
'
3 3 2 p d , 
is ( )( ) % % 1 2 3 3 i gnp p d dp – – + . So, 
 




i gnp p d dp p d dp t – – + = + =  
 
Substitute the element  ( )( ) % % 1 2 3 3 i gnp p d dp – – +  for t’ or 
( )
'














=   
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Then, 
 
( ) ( )
( )( ) % % 1 2
% 1 2
% 1






= –  
 























= –            (Formula 13) 
 
For convenience, we call the formula 11,  12 and 13 Four-Rate 
Change Formula, shortly, Four-Rate Formula .  
The advantage of this formula is that it is easy to use and give a 
reliable calculation result. 
Let us discuss the reliability of Four-Rate Formula. 
The denominator of the right side of the equation, the no  blend-
ing  formula , is as following:  
 
( ) ( )
% 2 2 %
% 1 2 % 1
3 3 3 3
3 3
i p d p d gnp dp dp
i p d gnp dp
￿ – + ￿ – =
– + –
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Similarly, the denominator of the right side of the equation, the 
blending formula, is as following:  
 
( )( )
% 2 % 2
2 % %
% % 1 2
3 3 3 3
3 3
3 3
i p d gnp p d
p d i dp gnp dp dp
i gnp p d dp
￿ – ￿ –




Compared with the former, there are two extra terms,  0
0 i dp￿ –  
and % 2 3 3 gnp p d ￿ – , in the lat er. Obviously, the calculated value of 
the former is more precise than  that of the latter. Therefore, the l i-
ability of the value calculated from the formula 13 is higher than that 
from the formula 14.  
However, a crucial premise  in the formula 13,  the  value of 
% gnp –  is totally equal to that of % i – , is uncommon in actual eco-
nomical activity. If the symbol of  0
0 i  and  % gnp  is opposite, but 
their absolute value is very close or even equal, the maximum liabil-
ity of the result calculated from the formula of 14 will be achieved.  
Let us look at the following example to show how to use this 
formula in practice. 
In a country, the change rate of the GNP increase, the inflation 
and the interest rate increase are 2.5%, 2.0%, and 3.5% respectively. 
What would be a reasonable wage increase rate? 
According to Four-Rate Formula, the interest rate increase re-
sults in the decrease in the exchange efficiency. Thus, the labor time 
increases,  % i is positive. Since GNP increases, the efficiency of PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      63 
productivity increases and the labor time decreases. So, the value 
of % gnp is negative. Positive inflation means positive % r p .  
 
Putting  % gnp  = - 2.5% = -0.025, 
              % i  = +3.5 = +0.035,  












= –  
= (1+2.0%)/ (1 -2.5%+3.5%)  
= 1.02 / (1 - 0.025+0.035)  
= 1.02 / 1.01= 1.0099 
= 1 +0.99%.  
Therefore,  
% w = +0.99%. 
The rate of the wage changes in this country  should not be 
lower than +0.99%.      
Another example:  
In a country, the statistics show that the increase rate of GNP, 
inflation and wage increase are 3.3%, 1.8% and 3.3% in the latest 3 
months respectively. What would be a reasonable interest rate 
change? 64      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
Since GNP increases, the efficienc y of productivity increases 
and the labor time decreases. So, the value of % gnp is negative. In-
flation means that price increases and  % r p is positive. Wage i n-
crease means  % w  is positive. 
Putting  
% gnp = -3.3%= - 0.033,  
% r p  = +1.8% = +0.018,  

















= –  
= [(1+0.018) / (1+0.033) ]- (-0.033)  
= (1.018 / 1.033) +0.033 
= 0.9855 +0.033 =1.0185  
= 1+0.01848 =1 +1.85% 
        
So,  
% i  = +1.85%. 
In a word, interest rate must at least be increased 1.85% in this 
country in the last 3 month.  
The third example: 
In a country, the statistics show that the increase rate of GNP, 
interest rate and wage are 3.5%, 4.8% and 3.0 % in the latest 3 
months respectively. What would be a reasonable price change? PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      65 
Since GNP increases, the efficiency of productivity increases 
and the labor time decreases. So, the value of % gnp is negative. In-
terest rate increase means the exchange efficiency  decreases and the 
labor time increases. Therefore,  % i  is  pos itive. Wage increase 
means  % w  is positive. 
Putting  
% gnp = -3.5%= - 0.035,  
% i  = +4.8% = +0.048,  
% w = +3.0%= +0.030 into Four-rate formula, we have:  
 
( )( ) % % 1 % 1 % 1 gnp i w pr – – – = –  
              = (1+0.030) (1+0.048-0.035) 
              = (1.030) (1.013) 
              = 1.0434 
              = 1+ 4.34% 
Therefore,  
  % r p  is 4.3%, 
So, price may at least increase 4.3% in this country in the last 3 
month.  
From the Four-Rate Formula, we can understand the following 
meanings. 
Holding the percentage changes of wage and interest rate 
constant, the value of the numerator, the percentage change of price, 
is negatively related to the percentage change of GNP. This change 
in price is a real change.  66      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
Holding the percentage changes of price and interest rate con-
stant, the percentage change of wage is positively related to the per-
centage change of GNP. This change is also a real change. 
Holding the percentage changes of wage and GNP constant, 
the percentage change of price is positively related to the percentage 
change of interest rate.  
Holding the percentage change of price and GNP constant, 
the percentage change of wage is negatively related to the percent-
age change of interest rate.  
 
GENERAL THEORY OF INTEREST RATE 
 
Fluctuating interest rate certainly causes fluctuation in price and 
wage. These changes are all artificial changes. 
There are two phenomena (see figure 6).  
The first should be called a negative effect or contrary effect of 
interest rate (i) on GNP, if their signs are opposite (GNP›-, i›+ or 
GNPﬂ+, iﬂ-). In the nega tive effect, the change in the exchangeable 
efficiency cancels that in the productive one out.  
Under this condition, the value of the denominator would tend 
to be close to 1, then, the change of wage and price would totally 
synchronize at the same level .  The third producer, lender, is greatly 
beneficiary, but it is harmful to wageworker, when interest rate rises 
with GNP increase, and vice versa.  PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      67 
The second should be called  positive effect or mutual effect of 
interest rate on GNP, if they signs are the same (GNP›-, i ﬂ- or 
GNPﬂ+, i›+). In the mutual effect, the change in exchangeable effi-
ciency enhances that in productive one.  
Under this condition,  the value of the denominator  would  be 
larger than 1 when  their symbol is positive, but smaller than 1 when 
their symbol is negative.  With denominator i ncrease, price would 
tend to increase or wage decrease. So, the third producer, lender, is 
greatly beneficiary . With denominator decrease, price would tend to 
decrease or wage increase. So, wageworker is beneficiary. 
The percentage change in the interest rate has the following 
characteristics:  
The inertia of interest rate is small some that price. The change 
in interest rate is determined by that in price, GNP and wage. So, the 
changing interest rate is often employed by economist as a flexible 
lever to adjust and balance the relationship between price and wage. 
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Figure 6: two phenomena: negative effect and positive effect of interest 
rate (I) on GNP (G) 
The relationship between the percentage change of price and 
wage would be fully harmonious if the percentage change in GNP 
and the percentage change in interest rate are equal, but with oppo-
site signs (Formula 11,12). 
With a positive interest rate change, there is an artificial d e-
crease in production efficiency in order to restrain the wage increase 
caused by price rise.  
The artificially increasing interest rate means that the speed of 
the percentage change of wage is lower than that of price. On the 
contrary, the artificially decreasing interest rate means that the speed 
of the percentage change in wage is quicker than that in price.  PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      69 
With a negative interest rate, there is an artificial increase in the 
production efficiency in order to restrain a cascade of the subsequent 
price increase caused by the wage rise.  
According to classical economical theory, interest rate is the re-
turn that lenders require and practically seen as a fiscal and mone-
tary tool in money market. This is a special theory of interest rate.   
According the definition of Four-Rate Formula, the interest rate 
is seen as an indicator of the change in exchange efficiency. Interest 
rate has multiplier effects on economy and society. This is a general 
theory of interest rate argued by Four-Rate Formula.  
As we has discussed above,  the change in interest rate has a 
great impact on the wage, price and employment. Interest rate has 
positive and negative effect on GDP (gross domestic product) or 
GNP (gross national product). These effects will first bring about an 
artificial change in p rice or wage, then, probably lead to a real 
change in employment. 
Even though Four-Rate Formula is not 100% accurate (because 
the changes in GNP and interest rate do not fully represent the pr o-
duction and exchange efficiency respectively), its advantages w ell 
outweigh its shortcoming.  
Considering the complexity of economy in a country, Four-Rate 
Formula allows us to understand the main issue in macroeconomics. 
Thus, it is inspiring and worth reading.  70      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
Certainly, the more stable the politics and the economy in an 
enclosed society with an ideal rice system are, the more accurate the 
value calculated by Four-Rate Formula is.  
Politic leaders and  economist can use this formula in guiding 
their economic policies very easily. 
  
PHILOSOPHICAL DEFINATION OF PRICE  
 
According to formula  nine   ( ) 3 3 2 p d dp V P u r + = , the price d e-
cided by the labor time ( 3 3 2 p d dp+ ) put in the producing and ex-
changing one unit product that is the first or the second necessaries 
( u V  ) needed by every  producer for their daily or unit time live can 
be called real price that is an abstract concept. Simply, the real price 
of a product is created  or negotiated by persons who take part in its 
production and ex change in times. The amount of real price is the o-
retically equal to output expressed by money in times when it is pro-
duced and exchanged. 
High real price means high consuming content or volume ( u V  ) 
or high wage for producer if  3 3 2 p d dp+ is a constant. Oppositely, 
high real price means high employ, if  u V , consuming content or vol-
ume, is a constant. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      71 
Compared with the real price, a price is decided by the balance 
between demand and supply. This is  balance price. The balance 
price is just market price. The balance price has a volatility prop-
erty. The balance price that varies widely will bring about a high 
volatility of wage and interest rate. 
Under the condition of negative effect or contrary  effect of in-
terest rate (i) on GNP, the effect of change in interest rate and GNP 
on price become weak. So,  price rate changes synchronously with 
that of  wage can be  called   synchronous price  according to Four-
Rate Formula.  
If the value of both interest rate (i) and GNP is totally equal, but 
symbol opposite, the change rate in wage is just equal to that in 
price. This price can be called harmonious price. 
Under the condition of positive effect or mutual effect of inter-
est rate (i) on GNP, price have also two opposite behaves. 
 The inflation may break into gallop, if GNP is negative growth 
and interest rate rises at the same time, i.e. the symbol of both is 
positive. The price under thin  condition is called  crisis price. The 
crisis price indicates that economical crisis has come.  
However, wage would increase and price decrease if the symbol 
of both  interest rate (i) and  GNP is negative. This price may be 
called healthful price that indicates that economy is good and both 
of production and consumption booms.  72      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
When the value of the  change rate of wage and interest rate is 
zero, the change rate of price certainly follows that of GNP. With 
the increase of GNP, price will decrease, and vice versa. This price 
can be called reasonable price. 
A stable interest rate and wage (no or little change in interest 
rate and wage) will give rise to reasonable price. At the reasonable 
price, all wageworker can get benefit from the increase of GNP and 
the decrease of price.  
Obviously, if the balance price is little higher than the reason-
able one, a little inflation may at first artificially promote to enlarge 
GNP or GDP, then to employ and boost consumption and wage. 
Economist and government may always search reasonable price 
and control a little inflation to promote employ and boost consum p-




The countries or regions with no-ideal price system must d e-
pend on the other.  The each country or region with ideal price sys-
tem requires supplying what the other needs. So, trade is born. 
There are two k inds of trades: surplus goods trade and  non-
surplus goods trade.  PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      73 
If the trade takes place between regions with the same develop-
ment level of productive forces, two sides exchange the other’ s sur-
plus goods with their own surplus ones. So, both of them get another 
consumer products, which is equivalent to the raising the productiv-
ity level for both sides. This trade can be called surplus goods trade. 
The trade effect caused by surplus goods trade may be called 
positive trade effect. 
 If each of both countries has a new product, both get two new 
consumer products through trade.  In a word, the invention of one 
new product leads to the consumption of two new goods, which 
means the improvement of productivity for both sides. This can be 
called the double effect  of trade of surplus goods.  
Yet, if the trade takes place between regions  or countries with 
high and low productive forces, the former with its surplus goods 
exchanges the  non-surplus goods of the latter. So, the region  or 
country with high productivity will take the profits brought by the 
double trade effect. The side with high productivity gets two new 
products for consumption through trade at the same time when it in-
vents a new product. The side with low productivity loses its own 
consumer goods or natural resource at the same time when it gets a 
new product from the side with high one, because it has not new 
product and surplus except daily consumer goods and natural re-
source. This trade is called non -surplus goods trade for the country 
with low productivity.  74      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
The trade effect caused by  non-surplus goods trade may be 
called negative trade effect. 
The sum of  1 u V  and  2 u V  of the side with high productivity rises, 
so does its wage, b ecause of the enlargement of consumer content 
and volume. The side with low productivity can at most maintain its 
original consumption level and wage. 
With increasing wage in  the country with  high productivity, 
price must become higher and higher, but wage and price might de-
crease or at most keep unchanged in the country with low productiv-
ity.  
So,  a wage gap and a price gap between them will gradually 
come into  being through a positive trade effect and a neg ative trade 
effect.  
With the development of productive forces, in order to obtain 
the double, trio or even more  positive  trade effect, the side with 
higher productivity will certainly enlarge the production o f surplus 
goods. However, this production may be restricted by the  limited 
natural  and environmental  resource and labor force  in a country or 
region. Because of this, there emerges non-goods trade today. It is 
capital trade.  
To expand the production of the surplus goods, the side with the 
higher productivity will invest to build factories in the regions with 
the lower. The capital trade makes the side with the higher produc-
tivity not only obtain the multiple positive trade effect, raise its wage 
and improve its living standard greatly, but also save on its natural PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      75 
resource, labor forces and envi ronmental resources. So, it is a beauti-
ful richness.  
Although the side with lower productivity can also get some 
new consumer products, it  may lose its traditional consumption 
products, natural and environmental resources. There is no profit for 
it.  
Then, price  gap and wage gape between them would  become 
much wider and deeper. Then, a great wide gap between the rich and 
the poor country  becomes larger and larger.  
Therefore, the capital  trade becomes a tool for the  developed 
country with high productivity to maintain its high wages and good 
living sta ndard.  
When compared with the goods trade, the capital trade is more 
deceitful for the countries or regions with low productivity. These 
countries or regions belong to undeveloped or developing country or 
region.    
Both sides with different productivity have different prices and 
wages. The side with the higher productive forces has higher wages 
and price, while the other side has lower ones. The result of capital 
trade between them is that the former obtains the multiple positive 
trade effect and gets more profits and the latter is just the opposite. 
Thus, the rich b ecome richer and the poor become poorer. Although 
the latter can also little improve its living standard at the cost of its 
labor, natural and environmental  resources, such improvement is 
certainly very limited. 
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EXCHANGE-RATE FORMULA 
 
Because wage is a survival index for producer in time per unit 
(in an hour, a day, a month or a year), it is appointed by a contract, 
which is different for people at different levels in the same age and 
region, for they have different consumption contents and volume 
demanded by them. Therefore, the different classes in a society or 
region are formed. 
Of course, wage is manifested by money today. The different 
classes have different consumption-content and consumption-
volume demanded by them. 
In different regions and different ages, because the varieties in 
wage form and the amount of issuing money are different, the wage 
of a unit time and the quality and the quantity of goods represented 
by money per unit are different.  
It is said that Tao Yuanming, a well-known poet in  ancient 
china, did not bend to five Dou of millet (Dou is an old unit of ca-
pacity in china. One Dou is equal to 5 kilogram). From the story we 
can see that millet was a manifestation of Tao’s wage at that times 
and that the wage of a unit time was five Dou of millet that was the 
minimum amount needed by a unit time for those who were at the 
same social status as his. 
The wage of a unit time for each producer are  2 1 u u V V +  in 
which  1 U  is the minimum amount of the first necessities for each PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      77 
producer in a unit t ime, its price is ( ) 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 P D P D V P u r + = . There 
are many concrete contents in 1 U , including all kinds of food. 
For convenience, one food-product needed by every one and 
every day’s life will be picked as a reference, such as flour or rice. 
This product may be called  reference product.  Then, the price of 
reference product will be picked as a reference price to measure the 
mass (amount) of this food-product represented by one unit time 
wage of different class with different wage in a countries or regions.  
The price of this food-product may be also picked as a reference 
to measure the mass (amount) of it represented by per unit money  in 
different countries or regions with different moneys. 
For example, the wage for a producer is five units of money an 
hour in a certain age and region. Taking rice as a reference product 
and that its reference price is one-unit money per kilogram, the 
amount of referential product represented by wage in a unit time is 
5-kilogram rice for this producer. The amount of referential product 
expressed by one unit money is 1 -kilogram rice in this region at this 
age. 
If a certain product is used as a reference, and its price is refer-
ence price, then its amount represented by money per unit is called 
money reference amount. The  money reference amount means how 
many unit of reference product is represented by money per unit. 
Suppose  p R stands for reference price,  a R   for  money  reference 
amount, we have: 






=                                                (Formula 14) 
 
The amount of referential product represented by wage (W) in a 





w =                                                  (Formula 3. 15) 
 
The a w can be called wage referential amount. 
In the same age and in the different regions or countries with the 
same level of productive force, their a w and the consumption content 
and volume are at the same level. The ratio of their money reference 
amount expressed by per unit money and the ratio of their reference 
prices equal to the ratio of a unit of their money. This ratio is just the 
exchange rate of per unit money between them at the same age and 
same level of productivity. 
The money reference amount and wage referential amount are 
can be called purchasing power factor.  
For example, if  ua M  and  ub M  stand for a unit money of coun-
try A and B respectively,  aA R  and  aB R for their money reference 
amount and  pA R and  pB R for their reference price, the formula of ex-
change rate between two moneys and between two countries with 
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=                                             (Formula 16) 
 
Suppose that the productivity of America is totally  equal to that 
of Denmark. Taking wheat flour as a referential product, if the price 
of it a kilogram in U.S.A. is one Dollar and seven Kroner in Den-
mark respectively, the exchange rate between Dollar and Krone can 
















The exchange rate between U.S. Dollar and Danish-Krone is 1:7 
according to this supposed condition. 
In different regions or countries with different productive forces 
at same age, the wage referential amount in a unit time is also differ-
ent. The wage referential amount in a region or country with high 
productivity is bigger than that with low one, which means that the 80      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
consumption content and volume in the former is larger than that in 
the latter. 
Suppose that there are country A with high productivity and 
country B with low productivity. If  aA w stands for the wage referen-







T =                                                   (Formula 17) 
 
T is how many times the wage referential amount in the country 
A is that of it in the country B.       
According to ( ) 3 3 2 p d dp V P u r + = , because the wage referential 
amount in the country A is T times as many of that as in the country 
B, the consumption level, i.e. the consumption content and volume 
( u V ), represented by the reference price of a unit product in the for-
mer is also T times as many of that as in the latter.  
If the consumption content and volume and living standard in 
country A is T times as many of that  in country B, the price of one 




money A in country B. If the price of one unit reference product in 
country B is pB R , the value of  pB R  is equivalent to 
T
1
 unit money A. 
in a word,  the value of  pB R T ￿  is equivalent to one unit money A. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      81 
Therefore, the formula of the exchange rate between moneys of 
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￿ =                                 (Formula 18) 
  
Here,  ua M  and  ub M  stand for one unit money of country A and 
B respectively.            82      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
The formulas 16 and 18 are called Exchange-Rate Formula. To 
demonstrate how to use this formula, the following example is sup-
posed.  
For example, taking white flour as a reference product, the av-
erage wage for a producer in the U.S.A. is hourly about 18.08 dol-
lars ( According to GNP per capita 2003, 37610$ / 52 week / 5 work-
days /  8work hour) ( $ 08 . 18 = A W ), and the reference average price for  
bread, white, pan, per lb  is about 1 dollar in 2003   or a kilogram 
price 2,21 ( $ 21 . 2 = pA R ). In the other country, for only example,  in 
Denmark, the average wage for a producer is hourly about 124.7 Kr 
(According to GNP per capita 2003, 259,400Kr/ 52 week / 5 work-days 
/  8work hour) ( kr WB 7 . 124 = ), and the reference price for   bread, 
white, pan, per kilogram, about 10kr ( kr RpB 10 = )in supermarket  in 
2003.  
Note: above data come from U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics and Denmark’s Statistics except the white bread price in Denmark. Here, 
white bread price in Denmark comes from supermarket. 
 
The wage reference a mount for American is hourly 8.181-
kilogram white bread while that for Danish is 12.47-kilogram white 
bread . That is to say, the consumption contents or volume and the 
living standard of American are about 0.6561 times that of Danish.  
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Because of that the consumption contents and volume and the 
living standard of American is 0.6561 times that of Danish, the price 
of a unit of the referential product in the U.S.A. is one dollar and 
0. 6561 dollar in Denmark  . If the reference price o f white bread in 
Denmark is 10kr a kilogram, 10kr is equivalent to  0.6561  dollar, 
which means that  6.561kr equivalent to one Dollar. In a word, the 
ratio of the exchange rate between U.S. dollar and Danish-Krone is 
1:6.651. That is to say, one dollar equates to 6.651 kr.  
Taking white flour for all purpose as a reference product, the 
average reference price in U.S.A is 0.678 $ per kilogram (0.312$ per 
Ib-453.6  gram) in 2003 according to U.S. Department of Labor Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics, but about 5.5 Kr in Denmark supermarket. 
Exchange rate calculated a ccording to the formula is 1: 6.469 
( 469 . 6 5466 . 84 / 92 . 546 678 . 0 7 . 124 / 5 . 5 08 . 18
2 = = ￿ ￿ ).  
Two theoretical calculation values are very close to the value in 
the international monetary market. 
If money  against the other is overvalued, the price or interest 
rate  in this country would artificially tend to decrease  at first and 
then wage  to  rise, because the inertia of price  and interest rate  is 
smaller than that of wage. Last, i t would artificially promote con-
sumption and lead  GNP to grow, if currency was little overvalued, 
because the inertia of GNP is very big. If currency was greatly over-
valued for long time, a severe depression and d eflation might come 
into being.  84      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
Oppositely, if money is undervalued, the price or interest rate in 
this country would artificially tend to rise at first and then  wage to 
decrease, which  would  artificially lead to curb the growth of 
consumption and GNP.  
It is obvious that over-valuation is  likely benefic for economic 
development, but under-valuation is very harmful to economy. 
Exchange Formula have many advantages, for example, simply 
and quickly to calculate, easily to understand.  
Exchange Formula, as Four-Rate Formula, is not 100% accu-
rate, because a reference product is relative and its price does not to-
tally represent the average price. However, its advantages are obvi-
ous.    
International monetary market undergoes a myriad change in 
the twinkling of an eye. This formula can maximally give economist 
and politician a reliable reference to keep a clear head before the 
monetary market. So, it is worth seeing, hearing, and reading. 
A very simple Exchange  Formula allows us to understand the 
relationship among money value, wage and product price in macro-
economics. Thus, it is worth recommending to economist, economi-
cal student and  politician . 
Certainly, the more stable the price of reference product, the 
more accurate the value calculated by Exchange Formula is.  
Reader can use this formula in guiding their economical evalua-
tion and activity very easily. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      85 
The referential product should have the following characteris-
tics:  
It has the largest comparability between d ifferent regions or 
countries; it is a necessary product for consumer basically and daily; 
it must be produced by producer in his own country or region;  its 
price is the free fluctuation with the change of wage, GNP and inter-
est rate, not with artificial speculation and interference. 
Gold as a media of exchange is replaced by money today. The 
money is a substitute for gold. The value of a unit weight of gold is 
basically determined by how many units of the referential product it 
contains. So is money. 
Gold is also a product.  
Any product and its price, including gold, cannot directly co m-
pare with another, because they come from different countries or re-
gions with different productivities. Because of the different produc-
tivities and the living standard  in different countries or regions, any 
product has different price in them. There is not a unified interna-
tional price in the market for any kind of product coming different 
countries or regions with different productivities. If so, this unified 
international price is an artificial and u nreasonable one that cannot 
reflect real productivity.  
Furthermore, some countries have no gold in their mineral re-
sources or output of gold cannot keep pace with the d emanding of 
produce and trade in this era. There is not an ounce of gold in a re-
gion or a country, but people in it are engaged in various activities of 86      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
production, their products themselves and their money are as pre-
cious as gold.  
Gold like money as a media is meaningless unless it represents 
or expresses a certain amount of products. According to the above 
criterions and reason, gold as a reference or a media of exchange is 
not good or suitable now. It is wrong artificially to give gold a uni-
fied or unanimous price in international market. It is also wrong to 
measure different par value by gold with a unified price in the inter-
national monetary market. Therefore, if gold or its reserve is used as 
a reference and standard,  the one country in which there is only rice 
but little or no gold will have a lower rate of exchange for its money.  
Oppositely, if a country with low productivity have abundant gold 
mine, produces a great amount of gold every year and has a great 
amount of gold reserve, the value of its money must overvalue. 
Of course, gold can b e only seen as a media as money. How-
ever, gold is much more precious than money that is paper currency .  
Gold  reserve is very little and its production is very  difficult.  Com-
paratively, it is waste to take gold as media as money. 
 When the trade and exchange rate is based on the gold system 
with a unified international price, the value of money in the country 
with a smaller reserve of gold will artificially suffer a lower price or 
undervalue , which will artificially lead to depreciation of money and 
forced wage, price and  productivity to decrease. Such kind used gold 
to calculate exchange rate is irrational. Oppositely, the value of 
money in the country with a plenty reserve of gold  will artificially 
suffer a high price or overvalue. PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      87 
With the progress of globalization, the political, social and eco-
nomic environment would be more and more stable.  The influence 





Figure 7: the average price of white flour, all purpose fluctuates  in 0.248-
0.270 us$ per IB - 453.6 gram in 12 months of 25 years (1980-2004) at city in 
U.S.A.  
(U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics ) 
 
White flour is  basically and daily one of many necessary prod-
uct s for consumer. It is the first necessary and a very good referen-
tial product, because its price is very stable. Its price only fluctuates 
in the range of 0.248-0.270 us$ per Ib (453.6 gram) in U.S.A. in 25 
years (Figure 7). The price difference between the highest (0.239$ / 
Ib) and lowest (0. 202 $ / Ib) is only 0.037$. The rate of price fluc-
tuation is maximally 18.32% in 25 years. The range of the price 88      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
fluctuation of this first necessary is much lower than that of gold and 
money. So, the first necessaries taking as a reference product are 
reasonable (Figure 7). 
 
SINGLE CURRENCY AND MATCH 
 
Four-rate formula and  Exchange-Rate Formula  argue that 
Single currency has not single value. 
Exchange r ate is decided by price and wage.  The inertia of 
wage is small, but bigger than that of price.  So, t he inertia of 
exchange rate must be bigger than that of price, but smaller than that 
of wage. 
The development of productivity in different regions of  a  big 
country or economic community with a single currency is always 
unbalanced.  This difference is very big in some country. 
Different regions with different productivity in a big country or 
area, for examples, European   Economic Community and 
Economical Monetary Union, China and U.S.A., have different GNP 
with different price for the same goods and different average wage 
in the same labor time respectively according to Four-Rate Formula. 
Then, the values of  single currency in those regions  in a country 
would be different according to Exchange-Rate Formula. 
 The certain change rate of interest rate has its corresponding 
change rate of GNP, price and wage. This phenomenon can be called 
interest rate-GNP-wage-price-match or Four-Rate-Match.  PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      89 
The interest rate in those countries or economic community is 
single and can not change with different change rate of GNP, price 
wage in different regions. So, there has only Three-Rate-Match.  
The currency with a certain level of average wage and price has 
also its matched exchange rate. This can be called  wage-price-
exchange-rate match  or WPER-Match. 
The w age-price-exchange-rate match  is different in different 
regions with different productivity. However, single currency h as 
the same value with  fixed exchange rate, which  caused a n 
unmatched phenomenon between  them. Single currency in a region 
with low productivity would be depreciated or undervalue, and vice 
versa.   
If the exchange rate of single currency  is higher than that with a 
certain w age-price-exchange-rate match in a region with low 
productivity,  the value of this single currency in this region would 
be undervalued .  Then, according to the theory of Exchange-Rate 
Formula, the average wage would be artificially forced to decrease 
or price to rise in order to show identity with single currency value. 
Because the interest rate in single currency country is united or fixed 
and the inertia of wage is bigger than price,  price raises at first, then 
wage decreases. It would artificially  lead to a tendency to  curb 
consumption and  GNP  according to  the theory of Four-Rate 
formula, which would harm economy development in this region. 
Oppositely, if the exchange rate of single currency  of a country 
is lower than that with a certain wage-price-exchange-rate match in 
a region with high productivity, the value of this single currency in 90      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
this region would be appreciated or overvalued. Then, the average 
price would be artificially forced  to decrease or the average wage to 
rise  in order to show identity with single currency. According to 
inertia theory, price would go down at first, then wage raise. So, it 
would artificially bring about a boomed consumption and a tendency 
to increase GNP.  But, a great overvaluation may lead to a great 
depression and deflation. 
The change in Price and wage is always paralleled according to 
four-rate formula, if interest rate and GNP is a constant.  A 
percentage change in wage must bring about  the same change in 
price,  and vice versa.  Otherwise, it may  make economy 
inharmonious.  
Of course, single currency may fully benefit to import and 
traveling with it for the region or area with low productivity, 
because its low value money is equivalent to the high value money 
in the world monetary and trade market, but harm to export. 
Let us take an example for demonstrating why single currency 
may manifest different value with different productivity in different 
region in a big country or area. 
 For only a   supposing  example, taking  white flour for all 
purpose as a reference product, the average wage for one producer in 
Germany is hourly about 12 €  (EUR)   ( 12 = a W ), and the reference 
average price for white flour is about one € euro  a kilogram 
( 1 = pA R ). In Spain, the average wage for a producer is hourly about 
6 €  (EUR) ( 6 = B W ), and the reference average price for white flour PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      91 
is 0.6 €   (EUR) a kilogram ( 6 . 0 = pB R ). The reference material 
amount of wage for a producer in Germany is hourly 12 kilogram 
white flour, while that in Spain is 10 kilogram white flour. That is to 
say, the consumption contents and volume and the living standard of 
German is 1.2 times that of Spanish. 
The ratio of the exchange rate between €  (EUR) of  Germany 

























Because of that the consumption contents and volume and the 
living standard of German is 1.2 times that of a Spanish, and the 




 Germany € (EUR) in Spain. If the reference average price 
of white flour in Spain is 0.6 € (EUR)  a kilogram, 0.6 €  (EUR) of 
Spain is equivalent to
2 . 1
1
 €  (EUR) of  Germany, which means that 
the ratio of the exchange rate between EUR of Germany and  EUR   
of Spain is 1:0.72.  
This result means that 1 € (EUR) of Germany in Spain is only 
worth 0.72 € (EUR).  
The economic development or productivity  in  the countries of 
European Economic and Monetary Union is very different. Single 92      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
currency does not get  a harmonious  GNP-wage-price-match and 
wage-price-exchange-rate match. The exchange rate of euro may be 
overvalued for those counties whose productivity is relatively low, 
but undervalued for those counties whose productivity is relatively 
high. 
 It is also true. The hope of price stability, sound public finances 
and low interest rates, incentives for growth, investment and 
employment by single currency may not surely obtain.  
The increase of productivity or improving the efficiency  of 
production and exchange is an only way to improve economy. 
China is a very big country. The economy in the east provinces 
is very flourishing, but in the west and middle much undeveloped. 
Moreover, most of population in china is peasant who lives in ru ral.  
The difference between city and rural is so very big that peasant 
lives a life  with no enough dress warmly and eat one’s fill.  
Comparatively with city people, they have no enough money to pay 
for hospitalization and children’s education.  
The value  of its single currency (Renminbi RMB) must be 
undervalued for the rich province and city, if the calculation is based 
on the data of country’s  average GNP, price and wage. Oppositely, it 
must be overvalued for the poor province and rural.  
So, a reasonable fluctuation range of exchange rate for china’s 
single currency may be very and very big according to the 
calculation of Exchange-Rate Formula.  
GNP in China in 2003 is about 9500 RMB (Renminbi) per 
capita. The average wage is about 4.567 RMB per hour (9500 RMB PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      93 
/ 52 week/ 5 workday/8 work hour = 4.567 RMB/h). The average 
price of wheat white flour is about 2 RMB per kilogram.  
GNP in U. S.A in 2003 is about37, 606 $.  The average 
reference price of white flour in U.S.A is 0.678 $ per kilogram. The 
average wage in U.S.A. is 18.08$ per hour (37,606 $ / 52 weeks / 5 
workday/8 work hour = 18.09$/h). So, Exchange rate between RMB 
of china and Dollar of U.S.A. is about  23.356:  1 according Four-







= ￿ ). 
However, the average wage  per h our in some  rich  region or 
province is already close to 20 RMB per hour (GNP above 
40,000RMB per capita) in china. The price of agriculture product 
does not change much, because peasant is very poor.   According to 
this level of average wage and GNP, Exchange rate between RMB 
of china and Dollar of U.S.A. is about 5.33: 1.  
If the calculation is based on average wage and GNP in the poor 
province or rural, the exchange rate of RMB against to Dollar would 
be very lower. Oppositely, calculation is based on average wage and 
GNP in the rich province or city, it is very high. 
The current exchange rate of RMB (official exchange rate) 
against Dollar is about 8.24.  This rate is relatively fixed.  
Is this exchange rate  of RMB against Dollar undervalued or 
overvalued?  The answer is very clear: it is overvalued for the poor 
provinces and poor peasants, but undervalued for the rich provinces 
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This is reason why we say that a reasonable fluctuation range of 
exchange rate for china’s single currency may be very and very big. 
Four-Rate Formula and Exchange Formula make a very 
complex phenomenon of economics be perfectly simply in order and 
easily understood. This is philosophical power in the economical 
study.   
 
 
FREE EXCHANGE RATE OR PEGGED 
EXCHANGE RATE 
 
Free exchange rate, i.e. a currency  free-floating exchange rate 
against other, has a big problem with speculation in the financial 
market, which is harmful to price system and may cause economy 
instability. 
However, the inertia of price and interest rate is very low. So, 
they are apt to change at any time, which makes exchange rate be 
unstable.   
 According to principle of  Four-Rate-Match and  wage-price-
exchange-rate match  or WPER-Match, completely pegged exchange 
rate, i.e. to fix  currency  exchange rate at a certain level, cannot 
reflect this change. 
The economical and political policy is relatively very stable in 
the developed country now.  Wage, price and interest rate in those 
countries also are relatively very stable today. It is time to give up PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      95 
gold reserve as a reference and standard to calculate the exchange 
rate among different monies.  
There also appears an opportunity to establish a new financial 
policy and system, by which the exchange rate between them is 
relatively fixed or pegged with a permitted and limited fluctuation in 
a region.  For example,  every country had a  relatively  pegged 
exchange rate with Germany’s Mark in the early stage of European 
Economic  Community.    Putting the pegged  exchange  rate into 
practice, the capital will greatly circulate in the price system, which 
can  maximally  avoid speculation in the financial market and 
promote economy development and stability.  
It is good idea to establish free trade region with a  relatively 
pegged exchange rate against one currency that is very stable. This 
system  can be called  relative pegged exchange rate or region 
pegged exchange rate.   
The relative  or region pegged ex change rate may be not worse 
than single currency,  because the  disadvantage of single currency 
may be avoided, but the advantage of single currency is maintained.   
 
COUNTER-FLOWING OF WEALT AND MULTIPLICATION 
OF WEALTH   
 
Wealth always flows from the poor countries to the rich one. 
The exchange rate system dominated by Dollar of U.S.A. pays a 
leading role in trade between countries in the world.  96      XIAOZHONG  ZHAI 
As we know from the above example, the wage for an American 
per hour is 18.08 dollar and can originally buy 26. 67-kilogram white 
flour in America, but that for a Chinese is only 2.165-kilogram. The 
consumption contents or volume and the living standard of 
American are 12.32 (26.67/2.165 = 12.32) times higher than that of 
Chinese.  
Because exchange rate between RMB and Dollar is  23.356: 1 
calculated by average level,  18.08 dollar equals to 422.276  RMB 
(23.356  x 18.08 =   422.276)  and may exchange 222.69-kilogram 
white flour in china thorough trade and the exchange rate system. In 
a word,  the consumption contents or volume and the living standard 
of American  is 195.05 (422.276/2.165 = 195.05) times than that of 
Chinese now by trade.  If China imports one unit product from Unite 
State, Chinese will pay 195.05 unit products according to exchange 
rate. In a word, one American is supported by 195.05 Chinese.  
American would enjoy very cheap product from China by trade.    
In another words, wealth flows from china to Unite State.    
On the same reason, wealth would flow from the poor province 
and rural to the rich province and city in china. People in city in 
China has high wage, but enjoy very cheap agricultural product. 
So, wealth would flow from the poor country or region to the 
rich by trade and exchange rate system. 
The productivity in the developing and undeveloped country is 
lower than the developed one. The trade and exchange rate are two 
good tools of developed country for making benefit from cheap con-
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their living standard. This is the reason why the d eveloped country 
always insists on the position of free trade and economic and capital 
globalization with developing and undeveloped country.  
By economic globalization with gigantic flows of capital, free 
trade in goods and services  is  stimulated, intens ified and stretched 
across the globe.    
With the development of productive force,  many new products 
will be created, which further brings multiple trade effect. Thus, the 
countries or the regions with higher productive forces will enjoy 
more multiple trade effect, more diverse consumption, higher wages, 
higher price, and higher value of money per unit.  
Because of this, wealth is always flowing from the poor country 
or region with low productivity to the rich one with high productiv-
ity in the course of trade. This phenomenon can be called counter-
flowing of wealth  
By  trade effect and counter-flowing of wealth, wealth would 
rapidly accumulate in the rich country with high productivity.  This 
phenomenon can be called multiplication of wealth. Both counter-
flowing of wealth and multiplication of wealth develop at the same 
time. So, two phenomena can be sorted into one. This is Multiplica-
tion of Wealth with Counter-Flowing. The phenomenon of Multi-
plication of Wealth with Counter-Flowing is an unavoidable eco-
nomic law rather than exploitation. 
The poor countries may expand their export by trade with the 
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people’s living standard in poor countries is a mathematical progres-
sion, but in those rich countries, it is a geometric one.  
The poor countries enlarge their export and raise their people’s 
living standard a little at the heavy expense of their natural materi-
als, labor and environmental resources. On the contrary, the rich 
countries obtain the largest material enjoyment with losing little re-
sources through trade, especially capital investment and highly ad-
vanced and technical industry-products trade.  
The free trade, capital globalization and the great difference of 
exchange rate between the rich and poor countries will make the 
poor poorer and the rich richer. 
 It is completely impossible for the poor countries to get rich by 
export or absorbing foreign capital except completely currying out 
that what is taken from the people is used in the interests of the peo-
ple to raise productivity. The rich country has reasonability and duty 
to help the poor to raise its productivity. 
The poor country must learn how to use the chance of free trade 
and capital globalization to raise its productivity. Through free trade  
and capital globalization, the poor country would at first  use the 
limit foreign currency to buy modern science knowledge, productive 
technology and equipment, not only consumable. By the chance of 
free trade and capital globalization, the poor country would produce 
its own new product and enlarge internal need, not only to export 
and let investor use its own resource or raw materials unlimitedly to 
produce e xported product according to investor’s samples. At the PRINCIPIUM OF PRICE SYSTEM      99 
same time, universal  education and spread cultural and scientific 
know ledge among the people must be given priority to.  
What becomes obvious is that the policy of free trade and freely 
flowing capital in today that has replaced force and warship is a 
good excuse for the countries with higher productive forces to ex-
pand exporting their over-surplus product to those with lower ones. 
It is very clear that the only way for the poor countries to enrich 
their states and to benefit their people is to develop agriculture, initi-
ate education and raise productivity, which are also the ways to cre-
ate the new product to exchange the other’s products with their own 
surplus. It is very foolish to tighten their belts and to pursue the large 
export blindly. It is also very foolish artificially to make its money 
devalue to expand export bases on political reason, not economical. 
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